Natural Search Results – Search Engine
Optimisation (SEO)
SEO, short for Search Engine optimisation, means optimising your website and the links
coming into it so that a website will be seen on page one of search engines, Google
especially.
Why is that important to offline businesses? Well, here are some statistics to help give you
the answer. According to comScore (www.comscore.com):


70% of online searchers use ‘local search’ to find offline businesses



60% of all local business searches now happen online (33% happen in print yellow
pages) and 82% of the people using local search sites follow up their research with
offline action



54% of Internet users have substituted Internet/local search to replace the phone
book



90% of online commercial searches result in offline bricks and mortar purchases



82% of local searchers follow up offline via an in-store visit, phone call, or purchase

Other data sources indicate:


Google’s UK market share is at 91.66%



Bing is at 3.2% and Yahoo is at 2.9%



There are almost 4.5 million small businesses in the UK, with 1000 new businesses
being set up every day – that’s a lot of competition being added, and many of them
will know what they are doing with reference to SEO



73% of activity online today is in one way or another related to local content



70% of U.S. households now use the internet when shopping locally for products and
services instead of Yellow Pages, and the UK is not far behind

What that all means is, people look online before they buy.
They look on page one of Google (and other search engines), and often don’t look past page
one, or even past the ‘fold’ on page one – if they can’t see a link without scrolling, they
often don’t. And if they don’t see your site, they won’t find out about him or her.
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What Actually is SEO?
It is a way to make sure that relevant websites show up in the organic search listings.
All the studies show that people click on organic listings much more than ‘sponsored’ or
paid for ones’.
SEO means optimising a site and links so that they show up in the organic search listings of
page one of a search engine’s results (SERPs).
The organic results often show up beneath 1-3 sponsored listings and Google Places.

Sometimes, depending on the keywords searched on the sponsored listings and/or Places
won’t show. At other times you may see news, videos, images and shopping results added
to the mix.
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Why is Optimisation Important?
By optimise, we mean you use strategies that show the search engines that a website
carries information that is relevant to the user.
Why is optimisation important?
It means that your website has a better chance of being seen.
The thing is, if a site comes up on, say, page three of Google, the links to your website are
unlikely to be clicked on – or even seen – because most people won't bother going that far
to have a look.
They will usually just look at the results that have come up on page one.
The problem is if your competitors are on page one (or even higher up page one than your
site), they will get the traffic...and if their site is a good one, they will also make the money:
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Keywords and Keyword Research
We will look at ways you can optimise your website in just a minute.
Before those specific strategies, let's just make sure that you understand about keywords
and key phrases.
Keywords and phrases are typed in by people looking for a specific fact, service or product.
EXAMPLE: You sell paving slabs. The idea is if someone types in paving slabs into the
search box, your site will appear in the natural or organic listings.
To be more effective, keywords need to be somewhat more specific than that.
For example, if someone is researching how to lay paving slabs then that is probably what
they will put in.
After all, it doesn’t matter where the results come from.
On the other hand, if someone is looking to buy the slabs, they probably want to stay as
local as possible!
Thus:


Someone is more likely to type in paving slabs Northampton (a ‘more likely to buy’
search)



than just paving slabs (perhaps just a research search)

...so, assuming you are based in Northampton, you are better off optimising a website page
for paving slabs Northampton.

(Note: It is no use for you, Mr Paving Slab Man
to have Paving Slabs Northampton written on
your website 1,000 times!
Even if Google ranked your website (and they
won’t), visitors to your website would quickly
click away in disgust.)
Just bear in mind, your sites will do much,
much better if content is shown to be relevant,
congruent, consistent, easy to read, and easy
to navigate.
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Synonyms
Use synonyms too; for example:


Paving, paving bricks, paving stones, concrete paving slabs, patio paving slabs,
garden paving slabs, cheap paving slabs, paving slabs for sale



...and so on.

Here we’ve used Google’s AdWords Keyword Tool to see what people are searching on.
You can find it at https://adwords.google.com/select/KeywordToolExternal.
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Finding Good Keywords to Use
So, how do you find what keywords people are searching for? There are numerous tools out
there; some are free some are paid for.
A very good free one to start with is Google's keyword selector tool we showed above. You
can find it at https://adwords.google.com/select/KeywordToolExternal.
Google's keyword selector tool shows you how many people have searched on a particular
word or phrase in the previous month, both locally and globally – you also get a link through
to world and country data in graph form.

You can see how much
competition there is from
pay per click advertisers.
Good keywords to go for
are ones that show high
search volumes and low
advertiser competition.

You'll find single words tend to have huge amounts of competition but longer phrases
(which we call long-tail keywords) have less competition and are often a lot more relevant
for local searches.
Sites will include internal links (that is links between pages), links coming in from other sites
(inbound), and links made to other sites (outbound).
Make sure that all links are relevant or at least complementary, and contain the important
keywords.
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Where to use the Keywords
Use the keyword phrase in the heading (‘h1 tag’), in the first sentence of the relevant page,
preferably in bold, and again every 100 words or so.
Of course, you would have:


A page for paving stones in general



And then links to specific types of paving stone – each of these having their own set
of keywords

Also use keywords in any inbound and internal anchor text – putting, for example, Rose
Paving Stones rather than www.joesgardencentre.co.uk/paving-stones/natural/rose.html.

Metatags
You can help matters by making sure your website has a keyword phrase in their:


Page title



Page description



Page content



Meta tags



Keywords
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Listings
‘Listings’ is the word used to describe what comes up on search engine results.
Listings can be ‘organic’ (free) or ‘sponsored’ (paid); paid listings take the right hand side of
the results page and, if it’s a popular topic, the top 1-3 places at the top of the centre page:

News, Images, Videos and Shopping
Organic listings can be links from other sites, but can often include news, images and videos
and shopping results:
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Google Places
In addition, a search may also bring up Google Places (or equivalent).
Places shows businesses (which have used that keyword) on a location map – you can click
through to see more about them.
Sponsored listings and Places can push organic searches down the page, sometimes below
the fold where they are not so easily spotted:
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Organic or Paid Listings?
Let's just look at the pros and cons of organic listings versus the paid listings.
In Favour of Organic Listings


People look at these search results first



People trust these results more and click on them more often



It's free



Some strategies can get you listed quite quickly, especially for search terms where
there is less competition
In fact, news releases and video releases can often get you up there within a day



You can actually outsource the task of getting listed

The Drawbacks of Organic Listings
There are lots of strategies that need to be learned if you want to start dominating page
one on a particular search term.
(However, we will show you how to do all these things, and/or you can outsource
them.)
They can be time-consuming.
(However, they are often so interesting to do, it won't seem like work.)
In the short term, then, it is often a good idea to start by using paid listings, and building up
the organic listings alongside...
...it really depends on how much competition there is for your search term.
In Favour of Paid Listings


You can get on to page one within minutes!



You can set a daily budget



You get almost instant feedback on what’s working and what’s not



You can outsource the work
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The Drawbacks of Organic Listings
The drawbacks of paid listings are that you will need to have a budget and you need to
study how to use pay per click effectively or it could be money down the drain.
In addition, depending on what field you are in, you could be up against some major
players, and bidding can get very expensive.
Optimise With Google in Mind
Most Internet searches in the UK take place on Google.com and Google.co.uk.
This means, when you start to optimise your sites, do it with Google in mind and the
rest will follow.
In fact, in the UK, Google accounts for over 87% of all online searches!
This is a lot because its results are relevant, quick to appear, and the page is uncluttered.
That means that viewers are likely to see links to sites that they actually want to see.
Some studies have shown that people are more than 70% more likely to click on an
organic listing rather than on a paid advertisement.
...and the first three organic positions are likely to get 62% of those clicks between them.
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Beat the Competition
So, you want to beat the competition in the search results stakes!


You want your website to show up in the listings before everyone else's



You want their description to look relevant



You want the site to be ‘sticky’ – that is, make people want to stay



You want people who visit the site to take action as a result

That action could be asking for details, signing up for a newsletter, buying something, and so
on.
Google Instant
Some of you may have noticed something called Google Instant. You only see it if you are
logged in to Google, and have Instant-capable browsers. You can disable the function.
This compiled screen shot shows what it’s about.
As you start typing a search term in, Google almost instantaneously comes up with
predicted words. The query prediction-completion is not new, but the real time
updates it offers are.
In this one, I finished typing in google and put in i – instantly the suggestions updated:
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Does Google Instant Change SEO?
Does this mean you need to optimise for partial words (like flow as well as flower, for
instance)? No, it doesn’t – carry on as normal.
As with other searches, Google is trying to make searches relevant to your own browsing
history, so don’t expect to see the same results appear for two adjacent users.
Google has said that ranking stays the same with Instant but it will change the way people
search.
Some of the features of Instant are annoying a lot of people. So Google Instant might
disappear within a year like Google SearchWiki did. We shall see.
In the meantime, keep adding fresh, relevant content to your sites and blogs, and
keep up with news releases, social media, videos and so on.

Top SEO Tactics
We’ll look at a variety of strategies here; ones that will get you going and your sites ranking:
Before we look at those, just a quick word about black hat techniques, W3C, and a brief
lesson on how to pick the right keywords.
Avoid Black Hat Techniques
At this point, we need to warn you about ‘black hat’ techniques.
These are techniques that are designed to try to fool Google and the other search engines
into listing you.
A black hat technique may work initially but the chances are you will be found out
and your site blacklisted, along with your name.
Most black hat techniques only work for a very short time.
Black hat techniques have included:


Putting in invisible text (lots of keywords written in the same colour as the
background)



Stuffing the content with keywords



Having fake doorway pages that are meant to fool the search engine spiders

When you’re working on your business, don’t even contemplate ‘black hatting’ – you could
lose your listings and your reputation.
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[Continues for another 20 or so pages]
Summary
Bear these things in mind:
SEO is the process of improving the volume or quality of traffic to a web site from search
engines via ‘natural’ or ‘organic’ search results.
You can help SEO with:


Relevancy – The more relevant your content and links are, the more you show up



Keywords – Make sure to choose keywords properly and include them in the page
title, content, URL and links



Backlinks – Getting quality backlinks is very important in SEO. You can get links from
posting videos, writing articles, directories, social and bookmarking sites, etc
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